Evaluation of the intraepithelial papillary capillary loops in benign and malignant oral lesions by in vivo Virtual Chromoendoscopic Magnification: a preliminary study.
This preliminary study aims to establish the Virtual Chromoendoscopic Magnification (VCM) feasibility to visualize and distinguish the Intraepithelial Papillary Capillary Loops (IPCL) patterns of benign oral pathologies from malignant ones. Thirty-one consecutive subjects affected by oral lesions/pathologies underwent white light examination and VCM imaging by the Narrow Band Imaging System (Olympus Medical Systems Corp., Tokyo, Japan). A class system of four IPCL types corresponding to progressive vessel disarray was adopted. IPCL type IV were considered criterion of malignancy. A histopathological exam completed the diagnosis: sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy were calculated. IPCL patterns of benign oral entities ranged from types I to III. IPCL type IV was associated with malignancy in 4 out of 6 cases. Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV were 100%, 93%, 67% and 100%, respectively. This study preliminarily describes IPCL patterns of different oral mucosal diseases and confirms the association between IPCL IV and oral cancer.